The increased availability of high resolution remote sensor data for precision agriculture 1 applications permits users to aquire deeper and more relevant knowledge about crops states that lead 2 inevitably to better decisions. The algorithm libraries being developed and evolved around these 3 applications rely on multi-spectral or hyper-spectral data acquired by using manned or unmanned In this case grass and canopy are close in terms of NDVI values and thresholding techniques will 11 generally fail. Radiometric approaches could be integrated or replaced by a geometric approach that 12 is based on terrain data like Digital Surface Models (DSMs). These models are one of the ouputs 13 of orthorectification engines usually present in data acquired by using unmanned platforms. In 14 this paper we present two approaches based on DSM that are able to segment crop/tree from soil 15 while over gradient terrain. The DSM data are processed through a two dimensional data slicing or 16 reduction technique. Each slice is separately processed as a one dimensional time series to derive the 17 terrain and tree structures separately, here interpreted as object probability densities. In particular 
Introduction

26
The acquisition of high resolution imagery for precision agriculture applications is a common task 27 for a large variety of users as agronomists, big-data specialists and researchers. Unmanned system 28 are able to capture data with ultra high resolution (up to 1 cm of terrain) also by using multi-spectral 29 or hyper-spectral payloads. Typically data are acquired by a large set of overlapping images that are In this paper we propose a novel method named FANSCAN that extend our previous methods [28] 84 (also CARSCAN) to segment canopy/tree coverage vs the underlying soil. The segmented image 85 is fundamental to correctly performing an analysis that requires the exact knowledge of the canopy 86 position. FANSCAN is also related to our previous research to extract objects from complex data-set as 87 the case of Lidar-Multispectral as described in [29, 30] . Previous work proposed a slicing approach 88 that fuses adaptive thresholding and 1D scan of the images. The FANSCAN approach instead tries to 89 improve the segmentation also in case of heterogeneous fields with tree / crops displaces over several 90 directions.
91
The CARSCAN and FANSCAN rely only on Digital Surface Model (DSM) of the study area. This is 92 not an hard constraint considering that orthorectification engines produce orthophoto, dense cloud 93 and also DSM. However it is possible to integrate the results of the above mentioned approaches with 94 others based on radiometric classification.
95
The paper is structured as it follows. Section 2 presents the proposed approaches. Section 3 presents 
Methodology
99
The correct tree and crop segmentation plays a key role in the domain of precision agriculture as 100 outlined in Section 1. In this paper we outline and develop algorithms based on pure terrain based 101 features and if possible their subsequent fusion with pure spectral approaches as in [28] .
102
Radiometric and spectral features derived from multi/hyper-spectral images can be used by k-means) require that the area contains objects (e.g., tree, crop, soil) that are spectrally separable. Soil 106 response in the presence of grass could produce incorrect results considering the spectral response 107 of bare soil with respect to one grassed over. A standard thresholding algorithm usually fails when 108 applied to the grassed over terrain problem due to a reduction in the crop to soil area signal to noise 109 ratio. As has already been mentioned, the presence of grass on the ground therefore strongly influences 
116
To get around this, one can use information inherent in the data itself. In this second approach, soil 117 and tree detection is carried out by using purely mathematical features of the height field in the DSM 118 obtained during the orthophoto generation. The effectiveness of this technology depends strongly 119 on the scanning technique used. We investigate this dependency in detail by using a Cartesian grid 120 scanning method to compare to a radial scanning technique over the image coordinate space. The 121 results are theoretically connected to the object Fourier transform and this relationship is used to 122 develop a quality index for comparing the two types of scan.
123
This type of analysis provides a powerful basis for precision agriculture applications that require an 124 accurate and precise detection of crops in order to properly support decisions based on vegetational 125 indexes that must be evaluated only on not soil areas.
126
The pure radiometric approach becomes challenging when the spectral response of canopy is close to 127 the soil response. This is indeed the case for vineyards and fruit plants where the soil can be with or 128 without grass overlay.
One dimensional rasterization theory
130
The DSM is the output of an orthorectification engine that processes high-resolution images (with a 131 typical GSD in the 10 − 50 centimeter range). Many land areas are covered by foliage and trees, τ, 132 which obscure the underlying terrain or soil signal σ. The overall image signal is the algebraic sum of 133 these two quantities:
Each signal is a valuable source of information and it is useful in the context of object detection to be 135 able to separate them efficiently and accurately. For a test image like the one in Figure 1 , we develop a 136 simple and general mathematical procedure that separates the soil and tree signals into two separate 137 digital vector fields.
138
The combined terrain and foliage signal y is raster scanned (see Figure 1 ) along a coordinate direction 139 such as z. Separating out the original surface h into a series of sample points in the z-direction obtains 140 a set of 'unrelated' one dimensional images ready to be processed independently.
141
Taking an arbitrary section z = const across the image in Figure 1 one can reduce the soil extraction
142
problem into a series of one dimensional sub-problems which are in theory at least, easier and faster to 143 process.
144
Therefore, at some fixed z:
where τ and σ are the tree and soil fields across some given z-coordinate respectively.
146
The function y is never in C 1 (the set of all one-fold differentiable functions from the Fourier space in a non-destructive fashion.
158
As already hinted above a more stable method is to use statistics: trees on the ground can be defined
159
by their scatter probability density p (x, z) function. The importance of this function is in defining 160 the nearest neighbor distance from any given point (x, z). Idealizing, at some such point, the tree 161 population probability density function maximizes locally over some differential (x + dx, z + dz). The 162 associated probability density maximum is therefore constrained over some nearest neighbor contour 163 on the xz-plane:
The nearest neighbor (generally non-differentiable) probability contour serves to define a correlation 165 distance or integral of a tree or other object class τ to its nearest neighbors. Every point on the nearest 166 neighbor contour will tend to satisfy a maximum of this correlation integral:
In the one dimensional language of Figure 3 this equation simplifies to:
over the object separation w. In other words, when this integral is at a stationary maximum, it 169 corresponds to a local probability maximum in one dimension which dictates the local distance w to a 170 nearest neighbor for the object class τ. The local spatial frequency of the object class τ at the point x is:
and corresponds to the Fourier or correlation frequency of the object class τ embedded into the signal 172 y. The frequency distribution of object classes on the ground gives rise to a curious relative symmetry:
173 when the solution of equation 3 is a correlation minimum, from equation 2, the cross-correlation 174 function of the soil will be a maximum instead:
At such points y is a local minimum since there is no object field, by replacing τ (x + x) with a 176 normalised window k of integration width w:
for some constant c. If the integration window width is made equal to the correlation distance less the 178 object width b in the field at x then the inequality is removed on the left and we have:
for any point x that is inside the window of integration but outside the object τ (x). Applying a spline 180 operator S to the set of all points
smooths the soil field data to a resolution of ω x :
where inf represents the greatest lower bound. From equation 2
In practice the dimension b of a local object is not essential knowledge if one manipulates equation 7 184 into:
where the integral is taken over the range (x, x + nw) where n ≥ 2 and x ∈ [0, x max − nw].
186
The resulting set of points are solutions to equation 5 and are exactly where the correlation integral Gaussian test image generated artificially with a rapidly varying stochastic object field over the z-x pixel plane. The y height field is in arbitrary test units.
CARSCAN: Cartesian soil field extraction
193
To demonstrate the operation of these mathematical results over the DSM plane, we generate a stochastic 
197
Repeatedly extracting a sections of the field along the z axis generates an array of y z (x) vectors along x. height ← image height from image 3:
width ← image width from image 4: vertical scan at h:
for i ∈ {0, height} do 6: raster scan at z = i:
for j ∈ {0, width} do Defining the characteristic function of the τ signal: 
allows a quick graphical appreciation of the object detection/classification area in the DSM model.
213
This is calculated in Figure 4 when the threshold level is set to the mean object field height. w ← image width from image 5: vertical scan at h:
6:
for i ∈ {0, h} do 7:
i 0 ← i 8: raster scan at θ:
for k ∈ {0, n − 1} do 10: θ ← the current raster angle from k, dθ Once the DSM source σ v (x, z) has been extracted from the FANSCAN algorithm in this way, the 241 original image and it can be subtracted over the plane to extract the three dimensional point cloud that 242 is in fact a high resolution object field τ v (x, z) of the image in direct space.
243
In the context of this paper, we monitor the efficiency of the the algorithm as a function of the 244 discretization of the vector sets v to derive a relative extraction metric for the algorithm. Since the 245 theoretical benefit of using a radial scan in this manner is to provide more information on directional
246
object frequencies, such a metric can be naturally specified in terms of Fourier space frequencies 247 already introduced in equation 6 for the direction x.
248
Defining the Fourier space efficiency (or frequency reach) of a FANSCAN extraction η over some set of 249 discrete vectors v as:
where FFT ∞ is the fast fourier transform of the original image and FFT v is the computed fast Fourier 
If the sequence of images generated by the FANSCAN algorithm is convergent in the space of images 258 (easy to prove) then:
This relationship is dependent on the asymptotic convergence of the sequence of Fourier transforms 260 and is related to the convergence efficiency η(v 0 , v ∞ ) at the endpoints by:
A similar line of reasoning shows that the following general condition, where v 0 is the simple
262
CARSCAN algorithm across the image, will be observed:
where the algorithm has converged and by Nv we mean the resolution or number of vectors in set v. The quality of acquired data reflects on both orthophoto and DSM. Quality is mainly influenced by 
281
Study area 2 represents an area covered by fruit plants with a small and constant slope over the area.
282
Trees have an average height above the ground of 2.5 metres with a large canopy at the top (up to 3m).
283
Figure 7. The first study area data set for testing the scanning algorithms; DSM Field at 2604 × 4381 pixels. The object field plantation ridges are barely visible to eye without segmentation. Equation 14 can extract them efficiently nonetheless.
Figure 8. The second study area data set for testing the scanning algorithms; DSM at 4645 × 3465 pixels. This is a simple terrain map whose orientation exposes a flaw in the FANSCAN algorithm design.
FANSCAN vs CARSCAN
284
Using the same image DSM image as in Figure 6 and applying algorithm 2 obtains the interpolated 285 soil surface σ v (x, z) as shown in figure 11 . The extracted object field τ v (x, z) is given in figure 12 . The 286 extraction metric for this image can be seen in figure 14 .
287
To test and illustrate the method further we include a second DSM data-set seen in figure 8.
288
Running FANSCAN on this data shows the theoretical consistency of the method and at the same time 289 an apparent weakness in its design.
290
When a raster vector v falls directly upon a row of trees, the soil extraction as developed in equation 291 13 will fail. This aspect is nicely illustrated in figure 17 for the second dataset in figure 8 where part of 292 the object field gets extracted out with the soil field at around Nv = 100 fans. images as studied here but will fail in places for complex object field extractions.
298
The most costly, but a guaranteed solution, is to search successive soil field approximations for 
will quickly post process and correct the artifacts from the soil field. Figure 21 shows this correction 309 process applied to get back the corrected soil field for the FANSCAN at Nv = 100. The multiplicity 310 of rasters across the object field make it highly unlikely that the object field is adversely affected by 311 this phenomenon, so no correction need be applied. However, should one be necessary, it is easily 312 generated along with the soil field correction itself as shown in figure 22 . 
Conclusions
319
In this paper we have presented two algorithms to segment crops and/or tree objects over soil by 320 using high-resolution images starting from Digital Surface Models that are usually available when the 321 data have been acquired by using unmanned platforms.
322
The approach is based on a two dimensional data slicing or reduction technique. Each slice is separately 323 processed as a one dimensional time series to derive the terrain and tree structures separately, here 324 interpreted as object probability densities. The results demonstrate that the method potentially enables 325 the correct segmentation of soil and can thus offer insights into the geometric distribution of surface 326 objects upon it.
327
A more sophisticated variant of this idea is the FANSCAN algorithm introduced above (see figure 5   328 and algorithm 2). It uses vector or radial raster scanning across the image to increase the frequency 329 resolution of the scanned data. The results are a generated sequence of images that converge onto the original image. The frequency performance of the derived object field sequence was measured using a
331
Fourier efficiency metric which vanishes at infinite time.
332
Due to real world considerations it would be prudent to ally the quality metric with a measure of the 333 number of processor cycles at time t to define an overall functional of performance. The unique limit 334 point of the image sequence in direct and Fourier spaces means that such a functional would be a 335 global optimizer for the algorithm.
336
An apparent drawback of the FANSCAN algorithm is that it will run into trouble when it encounters raster discretization avoids this situation. Cross elimination of coincident maxima then removes the 342 artifacts and both the object and soil fields can thus be corrected at higher resolution scans. Equation
343
20 is an example of one such measure. Of course, a fairly convergent low resolution FANSCAN lowers 344 the probability of this occurring. An added bonus is that the same strategy lowers the runtime for the 345 algorithm. For these reasons, a high resolution FANSCAN is not in general recommended.
346
For upcoming research we will perform more tests also evaluating a pure random approach in terms 347 of radial direction and radial ray's start that tries to mix the advantages of CARSCAN and FANSCAN. 
